January
Survey to membership
Gathered a Federal Issues Committee: 20 members, with representation from each segment and outside organizations

February
Legislation/Regulation changes comparison charts
Voted for a webinar rather than an in person Summer training
NASFAA L&L Conference – Working on CASFAA/CCCSFAAA’S Joint Position Paper

March
NASFAA L&L Conference
ATB Advocacy Initiative – Heard from an attorney (formerly with APSCU), giving some pointers
   After the Position paper, ATB action was encouraged on an individual basis, as the UC system came out in favor of the cut (as a cost savings Pell decision), so CASFAA does not have consensus
Webinar planning

April
Advocacy Webinar (Recorded, $75 with membership – receipt says membership or training?)
   Speakers: Megan McClean (NASFAA), Veronica Villalobos Cruz (AICCU), Kevin Jensen (CWI)
Finalizing an update to the membership

Working with WASFAA’s Federal Issues committee to stay in touch with major issues
Keeping the Federal Resources page updates with pertinent NASFAA and iFAP announcements
Working reference sheets
   Verifying High Schools
   Financial Literacy
Reauthorization Comments